Abstract In the conventional system of analysis that is concerned with digital forensics, content is analyzed to describe the state of files in digital evidence and ascertain their relevance. Such content analysis is carried out using ''searching''. When searching a file or for a file, use of keywords is the norm. When the exact words are not known, one may use regular expression search which uses a more flexible language for describing a set of keywords that fit a pattern. During analysis, there is also a need to identify all types of associations that exist between the files to answer the six fundamental questions of what, when, where, how, who and why. If the keywords and pattern have limited scope, an examiner often has very little to go on. Metadata contains information that represents the state of a file, even if partially. Besides, metadata based search is amenable to automation by virtue of the ubiquitous nature of metadata. During analysis, metadata can be used to ascertain the nature of digital photographs that were processed using software and identify digitally generated images that resemble original photographs. Metadata can also be used to identify word processing documents that were derived from other documents and stored as a duplicate or after modification in such a way that traditional techniques cannot detect. Often what is needed is the ability to identify section(s) of the evidence where relevant information appears to reside. Metadata based matches give rise to file relationships that encapsulate the event sequence among related files aiding in the discovery. This paper proposes a method to automatically identify associations among the files in digital evidence at the syntactic and semantic levels using metadata. We apply this method to identify metadata associations from collections of image files and word processing documents and elicit inter-file relationships for the purpose of identifying interesting or relevant files from large file collections in digital evidence. We demonstrate that the file relationships identified using metadata help in the identification of doctored photographs and copied documents.
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Introduction
Digital evidence is present ubiquitously in cyber space today. Rapid advancements in digital technology over the past decade and the resultant multiplicity in file formats and log formats have rendered forensic analysis a challenge. Besides, applications also create multiple temporary files and logs hand-in-hand with regular files. Consider a scenario where a user downloads a set of digital photographs from the Internet, edits them and markets them as originals. This could normally be construed as IP theft. There is no single tool in current technology that can enable an examiner to detect such activities [16, 26] . While tools to detect an edited image are available they fall short of detecting the activity sequence. However, it is necessary to bring into evidence the original photographs while making a case. In order to do so, it is essential to find the original photographs from the user's computer and group them with the edited duplicate. Where possible, one can assume that the deleted files can be recovered using data carving technology [7] with complete or partial embedded metadata. The regular files along with the recovered deleted files can provide a complete set for analysis during an investigation. The research challenge in our work is to identify all related files to a suspected file stored on the user's computer and determine if there is evidence of image doctoring. Traditional techniques have used classification to organize files according to similarity in content. While classification may classify original photographs from doctored copies, during analysis it is necessary to relate the edited photograph with its original to demonstrate the fact. The metadata found in sources of digital evidence allows one to identify such associations without having to do exhaustive analysis using metadata based matches.
This paper proposes a method to automatically identify associations among the files in digital evidence at the syntactic and semantic levels using metadata. For example, if we consider the scenario described above, we identify associations between different sources based on metadata to elicit evidence; they could involve files that are likely to have been downloaded, the origin of the downloads and doctoring of digital photographs if any, by determining relationships across. We identify metadata associations using value matches between the digital images across different classes to form groups of associated image files called 'association groups' [27] . An association group is a set of files such that each file in that group has at least one metadata association with one other file in the same group. The association groups are then analyzed with regard to the six questions [7] of what, who, when, where, how and why that are relevant during digital forensic analysis.
Motivation for finding associations in digital evidence
Often during investigations, it may be necessary to holistically consider all related files rather than in isolation. This requires that for each file (file), the related files and log entries are identified and grouped together for analysis. This approach can be useful during analysis of files for the: (i) purposes of establishing the provenance, or (ii) purposes of identifying a pattern in the creation, modification, access or deletion of files and the nature of the files themselves, or (iii) purposes of analyzing related groups that can aid in the identification of said group's relevance to further investigation. Such a task can be achieved in two different ways: (i) using the actual content in the files and identifying matches across files; or (ii) using the attributes describing the files, or metadata, and identifying matches or similarities in them. The former is computationally intensive and is often used in literature whenever deep file analysis is needed [13, 17, 18, 32] . On the contrary, the latter remains largely unexplored. We focus on the metadata to identify metadata based associations across files.
Classification versus association
When analyzing a collection of files, typically, analysis can involve classification-Image classification, for instance, that involves grouping of similar digital image files, can be performed in many ways; image source-based, image dimension-based, digital camera-based, image timestampbased, and so on. Hitherto, analysis has been focused on artifacts belonging to the same source [3, 10, 13, 23, 32] and the techniques employed apply classification using both a single parameter and multiple parameters. However, such classification is predominantly syntactic and often the burden of determining related digital images among a single category falls on the individual. When confronted with heterogeneous artifacts or even files belonging to the same category but belonging to different technology generations, classification requires an additional step by the examiner to ''link up'' the files. In practice, one may have to classify the files repeatedly, often using different parameters, before a pattern emerges. However, the intelligence relating to different types of classification which are likely to reveal such insight is not readily available [14] . Association based analysis focusses on identifying those digital images which are likely to occur across such groups and not bound by, albeit not precluded to, the rules defined by traditional classification. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . On the same collection of digital image files, while a classifier may take a classification parameter as seed input, the metadata based associations approach does not need any input. Besides, a classifier may give rise to image classes containing similar image files that are homogeneous with regard to that classification parameter, and the metadata association generates groups that contain image files ''related'' based on their metadata, which in turn relate to the events that affected them. This paper proposes a method to automatically identify syntactic and sematic associations in collections of digital image files and word processing documents to elicit interfile relationships for the purpose of identifying doctored images and derived copies of documents using metadata. We do this by identifying metadata associations using value matches between the files to form groups of associations called association groups [27] . We define six types of associations among files and categorize the metadata in word processing documents and digital image files into metadata families conducive to forensic analysis. We propose two algorithms in this work that make use of the file relationships to group files that share source-based association and identify doctored files during analysis. In the sequel, we illustrate the role of metadata in digital investigations and describe the use of metadata to determine associations.
Related work
Metadata refers to data about the data that is stored in digital media. Metadata is the information about the data contained in a source, be it a file, folder, hard disk drive, logs or network traffic and is independent of the content it describes. For instance, metadata for a file contains information regarding the filename, location of the file, file size, content type, application type, ownership, access privileges, date and timestamps and so on. Metadata, by virtue of recording the partial state of a file, contain information of forensic value [6] . Metadata can be considered as sets of name-value pairs. As metadata describes attributes regarding the data, it is useful to group files with the same values for attributes together. Similar description exists for log file related metadata.
Types of metadata
Metadata contain information relating to who, how and when the files were created or modified or accessed [5] . In files, information relating to filename, location, file extension, size, MAC timestamps, 1 author (group), and word count, etc. are recorded as file metadata. Some metadata may also provide additional attributes such as content length, total edit time, line count, last saved and printed timestamp, author group, last author, creator, publisher, etc. and the granularity is often dependent on the application. Two important types of file metadata are file system metadata or metadata generated by the file system regarding that file and application metadata or metadata generated by specific applications about the content stored on such files.
File system metadata record information that relate to the file system and help it manage the file within that file system. Buchholz and Spafford [5] provide a qualitative treatment of file system metadata and their importance in digital forensics which reemphasizes the ability to answer the Casey's six questions [7] .
Application metadata is a blanket name given to information that applications store regarding the files they operate on. Application metadata are strongly reliant on the type of file they describe, i.e., application metadata for a text file differs significantly from that of a Microsoft document or a JPEG image file. Brand et al. [4] categorized application metadata into three categories, viz., descriptive, structural and administrative metadata, each referring to specific domains within an application. NISO presented an overview of the different metadata structures and Microsoft Office documents have imbibed this specification into their documents which resulted in the OO-XML metadata.
Use of file metadata in digital forensics
Alvarez [1] used EXIF metadata in digital photographs to verify authenticity of a picture and determine whether it was altered. Castiglione et al. [8] highlighted the information that can be obtained from the Microsoft Compound Document File Format (MCDFF) and lists some metadata useful in forensic investigations. Rowe and Garfinkel [29] Fig. 1 Illustrating the differences in image classification versus association developed a tool that used directory and file metadata to determine anomalous files on a large corpus. The tool used fiwalk to traverse the corpus and compute statistical characteristics on metadata containing numerical values. The analysis resulted in the identification of misnamed and duplicate copies of files. Chow et al. [9] evaluate file system MAC timestamp rules and Koen and Olivier [20] applied them to validate files for copy or move actions. Willassen [31] designed a method to compare file system MAC timestamps to detect antedating.
Metadata for grouping files
Boutell and Luo [3] used EXIF metadata in digital photographs to classify camera types. Minack et al. [24] evaluated image-related metadata based search on personal image collections. Liu et al. [22] proposed a feature combination method to classify digital images that combined image content and EXIF metadata based on linear-discriminant-analysis (LDA) for digital photograph management.
Bohm and Rakow [2] discussed the different aspects of classifying multimedia documents based on document metadata. Multimedia documents can be classified into six orthogonal categories, viz., representation of media type, content description, content classification, document composition, document history and document location. Fathi et al. [13] and Denecke et al. [10] classified documents based on author and title in document metadata and Toyama et al. [30] built a system that utilized geographic information in location metadata (or geotags) to classify digital photographs with same location information. Maly et al. [23] proposed a method to classify documents based on layout metadata.
The major challenges associated with file analysis can be summarized as the following:
1. Device used to create one or more file 2. Software used in creating or processing files 3. Users or owners of one or more files 4. Time instants when the files were operated on When a file or a collection of files is analyzed, some of the questions that need to be answered in reference to the six forensic questions listed in [7] may require: (i) the identification of one or more devices involved in the creation/transport of files, (ii) software or list of software used in creation and or editing/doctoring (as the case may be) of the files, (iii) the owner and author or list of owners and authors who are associated with one of more of the files, and (iv) the time instants when one of more of the files were operated on in any way during its life cycle. Often the analyses appear fragmented when such information is discerned from the files in isolation. However, using metadata based associations, we believe that files group together to elicit the underlying context. Often patterns emerge which can be valuable during analysis.
Traditionally, such analysis was conducted by classifying the files in questions and conducting searches based on known information. Another topic of relevance in the context of forensic analysis is file authentication that usually involves extensive computation [18, 19] . However, the sheer volumes of digital evidence analyzed today render the process of discovery through query and search or even classification infeasible [14, 16] . File classification focuses on syntactic organization; the goal of digital forensics however, is the identification of all event sequences and determining the files relevant to those sequences. For instance, it may be necessary to generate a list of all files that were created at a particular location determined based on the EXIF lat-long information of a digital photograph or determine doctored photographs and group them with their originals or identify the different versions of a document that exist and determine the original (oldest) document using a timeline. This requires an approach which can identify not just identical files [29] but also other forms of file associations. We demonstrate this approach on unknown collections of digital image files and word processing documents. We discuss the types of associations that this paper is concerned with in the sequel.
Types of metadata associations
Metadata associations can arise out of different types of matches in the metadata value and with regard to that, there can be 4 basic types of associations based on value, viz., exact association, partial association, threshold association and date association. These are elaborated below:
Exact association
When a particular metadata value in one file matches exactly with the corresponding metadata on another file, irrespective of the type of value, an exact association is said to occur between the files for that metadata.
Partial association
When a particular metadata value in one file matches partially with the corresponding metadata on another file, for a value of STRING type, a partial association is said to occur between the files for that metadata. Such a partial association can be of three different types.
Left When a particular metadata value in one file differs with the corresponding metadata on another file, for a value of NUMERIC type, such that the difference occurs within a pre-defined threshold, a threshold association is said to occur between the files for that metadata. Such a threshold association may occur either with a value greater than or less than the specified threshold. As such, the nature of the difference in value is only relevant, if the file on which the comparison is pivoted, is identified.
Date association
When a particular metadata value in one file, for a value of DATE type, is matched against with the corresponding metadata on another file, it defines a date association between the said files for that metadata. Such a date association can occur in four different types.
At time t For two timestamps t 1 an t 2 , if their values match to the last degree of resolution that can be determined within technological constraints, then an at t date association is said to occur. The value is taken as reference time t.
Before time t For two timestamps t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 = t 2 , when it is determined that one timestamp is less than the other, then a before t date association is said to occur. In this case, the file corresponding to the larger timestamp value is taken as reference on which the comparison is pivoted and its value is taken as reference time t.
After time t For two timestamps t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 = t 2 , when it is determined one timestamp is greater than the other, then an after t date association is said to occur. In this case, the file corresponding to the smaller timestamp value is taken as reference on which the comparison is pivoted and its value is taken as reference time t.
Between time instants t' and t'' For two timestamps t 1 and t 2 , if we can determine pre-defined time instants t' and t'' such that t' \ t 1 , t 2 \ t'', then a between t' and t'' date association is said to occur.
Metadata based analysis of file collections
The aim in the analysis of digital evidence is identification of the events leading to a reported incident, the nature of these events and their attribution to individual(s). For our discourse, an event refers to actions that are directly performed by an individual on any digital device. Examples of such events are creating a file, modifying a file, sending an email, logging into a server, visiting a website, downloading a file, etc. Each event can result in creating new files, or accessing or modifying existing file(s). If a new file is created as a result of an event, its occurrence is reflected in the metadata that are also created along with the file. If an existing file is modified as a result of an event, its occurrence is reflected in the change in values of the metadata linked to that file. Therefore, irrespective of the type of event, its effect can be perceived in the metadata linked to the metadata. When an event creates or modifies more than one file, identifying the metadata that pertain to the event across these files will elicit the relationships that exist between them. Therefore, focusing on the appropriate metadata across the files, one can reconstruct the event(s).
Conducting forensic analyses on file collections
During a digital investigation that involves the analysis of collection(s) of digital images, many forensic questions can be raised, some of which are listed below:
1. How many sources can be identified from the file metadata? How many files belong to each of these identified sources? 2. How many files show evidence of being doctored?
How many Internet downloaded files show evidence of doctoring? What editing software was used in each case? 3. Are there other ''similar'' files where source metadata is incomplete? How many other metadata match for such files? 4. Which of the files were downloaded from the Internet?
If so, can the source of these files be identified?
While some of these questions can be answered in part or whole using traditional classification, often it is up to an examiner to analyze the individual classes to identify inter-file relationships. We believe that identifying such relationships can help a forensic examiner infer the nature of activities that led to the existence of the files being analyzed. To determine answers to such questions, it is necessary to recognize that no single classification method can provide all the answers and it is necessary to determine relationships between the files to extract all higher-order associations that exist both within a particular source class and across such classes. Such a task requires exhaustive classification using all individual parameters (from metadata) as well as all combinations of multiple parameters to determine where the files overlap and group them. The association groups generated from the metadata based associations, on the other hand, achieve this task readily and simplify the task of identifying related files to a search task within an association group. Through its automation, the metadata based associations [27] integrates this task and eliminates the need to manually identify such related files during analysis.
Metadata and metadata families for file collections
We identify the digital image metadata at their respective metadata families relevant during forensic analysis in Fig. 2 . A collection of digital image files can be organized according to the image file names and their respective locations on a particular source of digital evidence. The metadata that allow one to do that belong to the source metadata family. Another metadata pertaining to this family, viz., 'software' metadata is usually found in digital images if the images were edited. When this metadata value is present and there are no discernible EXIF markers, it could indicate a digitally generated image file.
Digital image files also require to be identified based on the device used to record or capture the digital image files [11] and the metadata that allow us to do that are the EXIF metadata Camera make and model metadata tags. The EXIF metadata [12] in the digital image files store information about the digital still camera and technical details about how a digital photograph was captured. Such groupings not only identify all the cameras used in generating the collection, but they can be used to identify the number of digital images generated by camera of a particular make and model. These metadata belong to the ownership metadata family.
The MAC timestamps and the EXIF timestamps, where available, belong to the timestamp metadata family and identify events corresponding to creation, modification and access of the image files.
Image dimensions can help one gauge the granularity of digital image files and is a useful pre-analysis metric; higher the image dimensions, better the level of detail in the image file. Such metadata and those such as image file size and image content type that provide information regarding the features of digital image files belong to the application metadata family.
Digital image files do not store author information; rather record the details pertaining to devices such as digital still cameras, computers and computer-based software used in creating or editing these images. As a result, the software and camera devices are identified as source and ownership information pertaining to namesake metadata families in our experiments.
We identify the document metadata at their respective metadata families relevant during forensic analysis in Fig. 3 . A collection of word processing documents can be organized according to the image file names and their respective locations on a particular source of digital evidence. As discussed earlier, title or subject metadata can often throw light on understanding if the document has been used as a template in creating the material while leaving the metadata untouched. 'Creator' and 'Publisher' metadata help identify some of the additional software used in generating the content. Such metadata belong to the source metadata family.
In documents, it may be necessary to identify the author(s), their affiliations with an organization or company, when and who last modified the document and so on. The metadata that allow one to do that belong to the ownership metadata family. The MAC timestamps and the document timestamps, where available, belong to the timestamp metadata family and identify events corresponding to creation, modification and access of the word processing documents. Metadata such as number of pages, slides etc., retain some content context. 'keywords' is another metadata, if available, which could potentially provide alternate keywords to examiners while exploring related documents or other files from one or more sources of digital evidence. Such metadata that provide information regarding the features of word processing documents belong to the application metadata family.
File relationships based on metadata associations
When we determine metadata associations across files, it underlines the relationship between the files which can reveal the nature of activities recorded. In this section, we define six types of file relationships based on metadata associations to conduct analysis.
Existence relationship
When a metadata match occurs in the source metadata family for metadata filename or Title/Subject of the file between files f 1 and f 2 , where f 1 and f 2 reside on different homogeneous sources, we define an existence relationship between the files. The files themselves need not belong to the same application type, but only contain the metadata that leads to a metadata association, e.g., .DOC and .DOC or .DOC and .BAK or .TMP. The relationship is denoted by R e and it may be expressed as f 1 R e f 2 and read as f 1 () f 2 . By definition this relationship is commutative and associative. The association groups containing such relationship pairs in evidence are referred to as existence association groups. Therefore,
When multiple such files (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ) exhibit an identical association between each other, e.g., produce a metadata match for the same value of filename, we represent this relationship as R e (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ).
Source relationship
When a metadata match occurs in the source metadata family between files f 1 and f 2 , where f 1 and f 2 belong to the user file system, we define a source relationship between the files indicating that the files were likely to be created on the same source as identified the respective metadata. The relationship is denoted as R s and is expressed as f 1 R s f 2 . By definition this relationship is commutative and associative. Therefore,
When multiple such files (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ) exhibit an identical association between each other, e.g., produce a metadata match for the same value of computer name or software, we represent this relationship as R s (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ).
Parallel occurrence relationship
When a metadata match occurs in the timestamp metadata family between two files f 1 and f 2 , where f 1 and f 2 belong to the user file system, we define a parallel occurrence relationship indicating that the two files f 1 and f 2 were accessed at the same time instant identified by the matching value of the timestamps in their metadata. The relationship is denoted by R po and expressed as f 1 R po f 2 . By definition, this relationship is commutative and associative. Therefore,
When multiple such files (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ) exhibit an identical association between each other, e.g., produce a metadata match for at least one timestamp on the same value, we represent this relationship as R po (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ).
Structure similarity relationship
When a metadata match occurs in the application metadata family between two files f 1 and f 2 , where f 1 and f 2 belong to the user file system, we define a structure similarity relationship indicating that the two files f 1 and f 2 have identical or equivalent attributes. The relationship is denoted by R ss and expressed as f 1 R ss f 2 . By definition, this relationship is commutative and associative. Therefore,
When multiple such files (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ) exhibit an identical association between each other, e.g., produce a metadata match for the same value of content type or file size, we represent this relationship as R ss (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … f n ).
Unauthenticated modification relationship
When two files f 1 and f 2 differ in metadata only with respect to the structural composition of the files and the software exclusively present in only one of the files, it indicates an unauthenticated modification relationship denoted by R ua and expressed as f 1 R ua f 2 . The relationship, by definition is commutative.
Majority relationship
When these relationships are determined across files on the same homogeneous source, it results in similarity pockets if exactly one metadata match is discovered or similarity groups in the case of multiple metadata matches. Across multiple sources, as in the case of existence relationship, this would result in association groups.
In the sequel, we introduce our metric to evaluate the effectiveness of grouping based on metadata associations.
Metrics and measurements
To evaluate the effectiveness of the metadata associations on a given dataset, we introduced a parameter called the association index (ai). The association index ai for a file on a particular source or dataset is defined as the fraction of the number of files on that source that can be discovered using the metadata associations generated with a given file and applied iteratively each discovered file exhaustively. By definition, a value ai = 0 indicates that the file in question is isolated and ai = 1.0 indicates that the file is highly connected and all files are related to the said file. The following relationships hold with regard to the association index ai:
where P i agi j j is the number of files in the association groups as determined using file i as the seed, N represents the total number of files being considered and P i is the total number of groups formed as a result of the association based grouping. In our experiments, on a given source, we compute the association indices for all the files on the source and determine the mean ai value that is assigned to the source.
To assess the effectiveness of the metadata associations generated on file collections, we define effort margin r and its complement grouping efficiency g as metrics. The effort margin is a measure of the fraction of effort as against the individual file analysis when conducting forensic analysis. The effort margin is computed as the ratio of sum of the number of association groups to the number of groups to be analyzed in the worst case. 2 The value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents zero effort for the examiner and 1 represents effort identical to that when carried out with traditional forensic tools for individual file analysis. The effort margin can take a value 1, if and only if all the files remain unassociated after applying the model leading to a separate group for each file. The effort margin can take a value 0 only theoretically since the least value for the numerator in the ratio is 1 which results when all the files are grouped together.
The grouping efficiency is a measure of the degree of closeness between the files in digital evidence, across all sources. It is computed as 1.0 -r. The value for grouping efficiency ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents that no association groups were generated, implying that all the files remained unassociated, while a value of 1 represents that all the files were grouped together. The grouping efficiency can take a value 1 only theoretically since the effort margin can only take non-zero values in practical scenarios. In short,
Effort margin r ¼
Number of association groups Number of association groups in the worst case ð3Þ
In the sequel, we propose algorithms based on identifying metadata associations for discovering files source and identifying doctored files during analysis.
Algorithms
The relationships can exist based on an exact value match between two or more files of the same type on the same homogeneous source or across heterogeneous files based on a value match established through a metadata equivalence relationship on the corresponding metadata names across sources. In our algorithms (described below), the free-running variable t accounts for the different disjoint groups generated within a source and t is a member of the set of natural numbers N. In order to identify the files belonging to the same source, we apply the source relationship as described in Algorithm 1.
For this algorithm, the list L maintains a list of those metadata that record values corresponding to source devices or software that were used to generate the file it was attributed to. The source device or software can be different from the source of digital evidence that contains a digital image file. Where necessary, the metadata equivalence relationships are established across digital image files that contain the same metadata value for differing metadata tag names.
Having grouped files that demonstrate the same source associations, it may be necessary to also determine some files from that set which are modified. Typically, this can imply that files belonging to some source were doctored using same software. However when two image files demonstrate the software edited relationship, it may need to be established, with the presence of a third file, that in conjunction with the first file exerts a majority relationship. This is because, with regard to digital image files where this relationship holds forensic value, sometimes the absence of metadata can imply software activity, as in the case of digitally generated image files and image files downloaded from the Internet [28] . In order to identify all files that were edited with a particular piece of software, we apply the unauthenticated modified relationship and for each pair, identify a third file, two of which can exert a majority relationship over the third for the 'Software' in the source metadata family as per Algorithm 2.
In the sequel, we discuss the nature of metadata associations that can be identified on digital image and word processing document datasets and apply our algorithm to identify the sources using metadata association. We also apply our software edits algorithm on the result to identify doctored files and present our findings.
Analysis of digital images using metadata associations
While examining a source of digital evidence for digital images, an examiner is likely to discover images from different sources, viz., images recovered from carved data [25] , images that are digital photographs, images edited or digitally generated using software and images downloaded from the Internet. These different types of digital images are shown in Fig. 4 .
Each collection of images has a different level of metadata associated with it that can either enhance or impede the grouping. Usually, images from carved data have incomplete or no metadata and hence a grouping based on metadata is likely to result in a high effort margin and low grouping efficiency. Images from the Internet can be downloaded in several ways and popular methods include downloading images from Google image search results and downloading compressed archives from where the images are then extracted. While the Google database may not include image metadata unless it is voluntarily provided during uploading, archives usually omit image metadata during compression. As a result, the chances that metadata is present in such images is likely to be low, which could also lead to a high effort margin r and low grouping efficiency g. Images that are digital photographs store a variety of metadata provided by digital technology for better management. As these images are rich in metadata, they are likely to result in low r and high g. Digitally generated images and those edited by software are increasingly storing valuable information in the image metadata and hence fall in the same category for r and g. In any personal collection, the images found are usually a mixture of digital images across such sources, and hence the grouping efficiency is determined by the majority fraction of image sources.
We develop a systematic method to group digital image files in a given collection to identify doctored and digitally generated images using metadata based associations and identifying image file relationships. Doctored image files are copies of digital photographs which are processed using image editing software such that its relationship with the original photograph is not apparent. As a consequence, identifying such image files as doctored copies and relating it back to the original photographs by grouping them together remains a challenge.
Expected behavior
Edited photographs generate many metadata associations since the images typically contain metadata pertaining to camera make and model and the photo-editing software. The MAC timestamps and EXIF timestamps can be used to generate a unified timeline of the digital images and validate the authenticity of photographs suspected to be edited when sufficient metadata is unavailable. The set of possible associations that can be identified among the various lists is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Observations
Digital photographs captured with the same camera generated many metadata associations all of which corresponded to source relationships. Edited photographs gave rise to the unauthenticated R ua relationship which was later confirmed after establishing existence R e and majority R m relationships with the original photographs stored in the application temporary folders. The existence relationship was established between the digital photograph and the temporary file while photograph and the temporary file exerted the majority relationship over the edited image from the collection. The results of applying Algorithm 1 to our digital image datasets are shown in Table 1 .
Noakes' dataset 3 contained 124 digital photographs 4 of which 7 were processed with Adobe Photoshop and 2 images had insufficient image metadata. In the personal image collection, 5 we discovered overlapping sets with regard to the digital photographs and the software processed images. In the Digital corpora dataset, 6 we discovered 1891 images as belonging to Incomplete Image metadata and all digital photographs in this dataset were processed using Adobe Photoshop. In the Assorted dataset, 7 there were 25,000 edited and digitally generated image files that were created by processing the original photographs using photo-editing software. The results of applying Algorithm 2 the digital image datasets for identifying photographs that were digitally doctored or generated is tabulated in Table 2 .
The digital image collections that contained digital photographs typically contained multiple photographs from the same digital camera. All digital photographs from the same camera generate source relationships between each other and consequently are grouped together in the same association group. Naturally, each digital image in that group finds all other digital images from the same group. Therefore, if one of the digital images in an association group had an ai value 0.3, all the other digital images in that group also had the same value. In general, we may state that each digital image had an ai value which is the fraction of the total number of digital images the dataset that were associated with that image. Therefore, datasets that contained digital photographs (both normal and edited) produced higher value for ai as against datasets that contained fewer digital photographs. In dataset #4, we observed high averages for the ai values since there were only few unassociated digital images. In datasets #2 and #3, we observed very low values for average ai since there were a significant number of unassociated digital images in these datasets.
In dataset #2, the software processed images also overlapped with the set of images that contained incomplete image metadata, primarily on the Software metadata tag. There were 179 images identified under the category of incomplete image metadata, however, 53 of those contained the software metadata tag. Some images in this collection were intended to be used as desktop background images. The image dimensions 800 9 600 and 1,080 9 800 were commonly found in computer generated images which are also the standard desktop resolution ratios on any computer monitor. All digital photographs that were processed using software, for instance the images under both categories in datasets 2, 3 and 4, were found to have similar image dimensions metadata.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the use of the metadata based associations to detect doctored and digitally generated image files in a collection. Our observations seem to indicate that detection rate is independent of the size of the dataset but depends on the quality of the metadata and the cohesiveness of the image files within the dataset, as measured by the association index ai.
Analysis of documents using metadata associations
We develop a systematic method to group word processing documents in a given collection to identify derived documents using metadata based associations and identifying document relationships. Derived documents are those that were obtained from some original document, copied and stored either modified or unmodified such that its relationship with the original document is not apparent. As a consequence, identifying such documents as derived and relating it back to the original document by grouping them together remains a challenge. In addition to the identification of derived documents for detecting IP theft, it is useful to determine characteristics such as total number of authors, number of single author documents, number of authors who appear in exactly one file, most number of documents authored by a single individual and so on. Typically, classification techniques can identify these characteristics, each classification process uses unique parameters to determine the classes that exist [21] . However, during analysis, it is also necessary to identify documents related to those found in a particular class. For instance, if we were to classify all documents into Word documents, PowerPoint slides and Excel spreadsheets, how do we determine all the co-authors of a particular set of word document who have 1. authored single-author word documents?; and 2. co-authored PowerPoint slides or Excel spreadsheets? If such authors exist, then are the set of co-authors identical or different? Some other questions that can be posed during analysis include how do we determine the PowerPoint slides that were created, modified, used or downloaded along with a word document and how many excel files were used during that time the document was edited? By their very nature, these questions necessitate one to study the relationships that exist in the documents, a task that requires content analysis, usually by an individual. Traditional forensic tools offer little help in identifying such critical information when analyzing document collections. We have identified 12 characteristics for document collections and propose the application of Algorithm 2 to the outputs generated from applying Algorithm 1 to our document datasets to determine the characteristics using the metadata. While we stipulate the traditional definition of the term sources for applying Algorithm 1, we modify the definition to mean the source groups obtained before applying Algorithm 2. The results are tabulated in Table 3 .
Observations
For the desktop dataset, besides the metadata 'Author' and 'Organization/Company', the metadata 'Filesize' and 'Filename' generated the most number of metadata matches. After combing the overlapping similarity pockets, we discovered 108 association groups. In addition to this, there were 32 documents that were removed to the unclassified list as they lacked sufficient metadata. Such files were individually analyzed by examining the forensic image under FTK. Metadata association also leads to file grouping that reduces the number of independent documents for further analysis and it can help one triage a dataset and focus on a smaller set of relevant documents.
For the digital corpora dataset, there were not many common points with regard to where the documents were downloaded from and therefore, it resulted in a much larger set of association groups. Metadata 'Author' and 'Organization/Company' generated the most number of matches amongst their documents. Filesize matches, although present, had few other metadata matches and resulted in a small number of association groups. In all, we determined 1892 association groups and 209 documents in the unclassified list. Since these documents were downloaded from the Internet from diverse sources, the relative association factor was, expectedly, low. Notwithstanding, metadata matches and association groups enable one to group similar documents and analyze related documents together, eliminating the need to repeated or unnecessary analysis.
The number of distinct authors (characteristic #1) and number of distinct organizations (characteristic #7) are computed by counting the value field for the 'Author' and 'Company' metadata tags respectively. Since, author field is also multi-valued and a document can have more than one author when this is the case, each unique author is counted. Wherever multiple authors from the same organization are discovered, the individual similarity pockets are merged into association group(s). Thus, we integrate multiple association groups and the size of the largest similarity pocket for metadata tag 'Company' provides the organization generating the most number of documents. The largest multi pocket generated from the similarity pockets for 'Author' and 'Company' will provide the values for characteristics #2 and #8. The number of non-singular similarity pockets identified for 'Author' and 'Company' will provide the values for characteristics #3 and #10. By grouping the similarity pockets for 'Author' and 'Filename' similarity the size of the largest multi pocket provides the values for characteristic #4. If we substitute the similarity pockets generated by 'Filename' with those by 'Filesize' then, the largest multi pocket thus formed provides the values for characteristic #5. Superimposing the similarity pockets obtained from the 'Author' and 'Company' metadata will reveal the set of authors who share the same organization affiliation. The largest multi pocket formed by superimposing the similarity pockets for 'Author' with the ones for 'Company' provides the values for characteristic #9. Characteristics #11 and #12 are determined in much the same way as characteristics #1 and #2.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the use of the metadata based associations to detect derived word processing documents files in a collection. Our observations seem to indicate that detection rate is independent of the size of the dataset but depends on the quality of the metadata and the cohesiveness of the image files within the dataset, as measured by the association index ai. Additionally we were able to define and determine a set of 12 characteristics that help in triage of word processing document collections. These characteristics are obtained directly based on groupings obtained from metadata associations that can help an examiner focus on a relevant subset quickly during analysis.
Discussion
During forensic investigations, investigations often require information on the circumstances and conditions prevalent during periods of interest. The semantics associated with metadata usually relate to events (e.g., timestamps) and consequently, determining matching metadata values correspond to identifying identical or related events. In this paper, we have demonstrated the use of metadata based associations to automatically detect file relationships and group doctored image files and derived documents with the respective originals.
Metadata underlines the context to describe the situational similarity during the life cycle of the digital images stored in digital evidence. Using metadata associations, we can automatically identify and group:
1. a digital photograph and any altered version of itself together; 2. an edited image with digital generated images using a particular software; 3. digital image files with log records that identify the event sequence tracing the file download from the Internet; a Since all the files in this repository we renamed (and named similarly) after they were downloaded by Garfinkel, this value is merely the single largest similarity pocket based on 'author' b More than one author was found to be affiliated with two organizations. Since there is multiplicity, no name is specified 4. a digital photograph or a digital generated image with image files that are related or similar containing partial metadata; and 5. all thumbnail image files.
The ability to automatically identify and group such related sets of digital image files based on metadata associations simplifies the process of analysis for an examiner. Metadata associations can be used to validate hypotheses by comparing different metadata values across the digital images from a known source and establish consistency among them. For instance, digital photographs taken with the same camera tend to have similar file names and possibly similar file sizes, 8 the metadata associations and the groups generated can be used to determine if such is the case. For photographs that do not adhere to this hypothesis, a detailed offline assessment can be conducted. This work assumes that the metadata used in identifying metadata associations are authentic and not subject to tampering. Where tampering or incomplete information is in play, it may be possible to detect those inconsistencies if extra intelligence is available a priori. This is a proposed direction as indicated in our future work.
Document relationships and analysis
Document metadata store a variety of information regarding who and how a document was created and operated on such as author, organization, document format, application type, application version, MAC timestamps and document timestamps. Such information are related to who created the document and how (formatting information) it was created. Document metadata may also record information about where it was created (geo-tagging), number of pages/ slides, formatting type, encoding type and so on. Rowe and Garfinkel [29] have analyzed the same digital corpora govdocs1 file repository [15] to determine anomalous documents. They compute statistical characteristics using directory metadata and identify the top and bottom 5 percentile in the repository as outliers. In our paper, we used different subsets of the same dataset and determined metadata associations to elicit file relationships for identifying doctored digital photographs on image collections and derived documents from document collections as instances of IP theft. Since metadata keep track of the events that influenced a file, identifying metadata associations among the files will help identify related events and files across files to assist an examiner in triage and quickly focusing on the relevant set of files for further examination.
Digital image file relationships and analysis
When it is suspected that one or more digital image files were downloaded, this can be established by identifying the download R d and the happens R h relationship between the image files and the respective browser log files [28] . Digital image files that demonstrate an existence R e relationship indicate the presence of another copy of that image and this can be used to determine duplicate image files in a collection. Besides, when such pairs of image files also exhibit source R s relationship along with unmodified authentication R ua relationship, an edited image file is likely to be present whose original image is identified using the existence R e relationship. Naturally, during image analysis, these image files can be starting points when no other information is available regarding the image collection. Each camera make and model identified through source R s relationship is a potential source of digital evidence discovered. Digital image files that demonstrate parallel occurrence R po relationship are likely to have been operated on using some software if there is an exact metadata match and further analysis of the content may be warranted in cases where R ua relationship is not observed. Digital image files which exhibit the structural similarity R ss relationship are likely to possess identical image resolution capability and encoding indicating that their content can be analyzed using the same tool. This can be useful if an unknown application format is detected during the examination of the image collection. Images with incomplete image metadata, unless they contained illicit content, can be spared from unnecessary analysis. However, that may be ascertained only through content processing using an alternate tool.
False positives
One of the challenges that this approach can face, particularly in the absence of any information that can help an examiner target one's analysis, is when seemingly unconnected files generate metadata associations leading to crowded association groups. This is more likely in environments where multiple shared computers can contain shared metadata values. In our experiments which included files obtained from multiple computers on a single network, generated multiple partial matches with users from one organization or from varied versions of the same parent software and in such cases, the partial matches on the source metadata family were excluded from further search. Where a seed file was used to determine the association group, the false positive rate was under 10 % on the larger datasets. Mostly, the false positives resulted in additional processing of up to 20 extra files within an association group.
An approach to generate focus in such scenarios is to rank the metadata families prior to applying the algorithms. Another approach can be to specify the granularity with which the algorithm may require to proceed which can be specified using a metadata association engine [27] . The resultant groups can be hierarchically organized as preferred and analyzed depending on investigation requirements.
Trickery and deceit
In recent times, with increased online presence and cloudbased computing, files are transported over the Internet to cloud servers where files can be operated on. While this appears to be a simple extension to the remote server execution mode, the session-less protocols in-play today do not permit the retention of particular file(s) and suitably modify them when they are operated on under cloud environments; rather, it generates an independent file transfers which is then treated as new file creation activities that is then created on the user's file system. An associated challenge is that often not all metadata may be retained on the processed file. While this can be attributed to computational efficiency, it can have a bearing on ability to accurately identify relationships based on metadata. Consequently, when a processed file is compared against its original, only a few metadata associations are likely to be discovered. It is likely that an intelligent attacker may choose to exploit this technique to confuse a metadata based system into incorrectly attributing associations. Offline analysis may often reveal very little in the absence of extra intelligence. However, under such situations, the approach can resort to analyzing access logs locally and remotely, and also be able to trace live network traffic, it can used in the generation of metadata association groups which can be used to identify the provenance of the files concerned. In the event, complete tracking is not feasible, it may still be possible to detect anomalous associations and alert the user regarding the suspected anomaly. Such anomalies can be detected when associated files from the same association group diverge on the association index value. Finite-state Markov models seem to hold much promise in providing limited correction capabilities where anomalies are detected. The authors are currently exploring this route.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we studied the use of the metadata association model to analyze collections of digital image files. Using metadata belonging to the four metadata families, it is possible to determine digital image relationships through metadata associations to find answers to questions pertaining to the analysis of digital image collections. We illustrated the use of file relationships to identify doctored digital photographs from image collections and derived documents from document collections as instances of IP theft.
Since this work assumes authenticity of the metadata used for identifying metadata associations, investigating the applicability of this approach under partial or incorrect information is one of our directions for the future. The approach requires establishing a prior against which new associations, as they become available, can be compared for consistency. The authors are currently exploring Markov model-based approach in this regard. Besides, many files are being downloaded these days and during investigations, it may be necessary to ascertain their provenance. Using metadata associations to address this problem involves understanding the semantic relationships that exist between files on a file system, temporary folders and internet based logs. Such an approach can develop a technique for the automatic identification of file provenance on large file collections. This provides another direction for future work.
